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p iY USING four band ~beels in- 
n> stead of two. big-machine ca- 
mjt,- is built into this bandsaw c:I 

i~;nne-nmrkshop size. The 1%in. 
:i~ront makes it possible iv work 
:i the cen!er of panels up to 36 in. 
,.-ide. Except for ball bearings and 
,~,:ainers. metal yokes. sheet-metal 
>Y.~,!‘. and such shafts and bolts 
: :,!E necesswy in the nsscmbly, 

,:: m;ichine is made entirely of 
,, ,~I. Most of the parts arc cut 

‘, ,:~‘I H singk piece of ?&in. ply- 
as in Fig. 1. The box-type 

_. .+~;-r &me between the front. 
..G back plyxvood cover plates, 

Fiss. 2 and S. is made from oak. 
TAT!,a assembling the frame. spe- 
cia! care must be taken to build it 
to exact dimensions. 3s the frame 
alone is depended upon for 
strength ar.d rigidity to maintain 

1.~ r., 1 1 1 1 e.xac~ a~ignmenr or me Lana \\.nee,s. Attach 
all the hardwood parts of the box frame to the 
back plate first. using scre\vs and glue at all 
the joints. Next, make each band wheel by 
gluing together two disks of %-in. plywood. 
True up the rheels in the lathe and crown 
each tread i??; in. The wheels are fitted n?th 
rubber treads which con&t of bands cut from 
a truck-tire inner tube. DetailS of the ball- 
bearing wheel hubs are shown in Figs. 3, 13, 
14 and 15. Construction of t,he idlers. wheels 
No. 2 and 3 in Fig. 2, is shown in Fig. 14, but 
it should be noted that the bearing construc- 
tion of wheel No. 2 can be the same as that of 
wheel No. 1. This pro\-ides two driving wheels 
and each em be fitted with a V-pulley of a I1 !5” 

dierent size. thus permitting hv I 
merelt~ shifting the belt. 
tracking wheel is tilted i!$ two eccentrics 



xvhirb support the shouldered shaft on wvch 
the xvheel bearings are mounted. The section- 
al \siew, Fig. 15. shows the assembly of the 

. bearing U,ith the eccentrics mounted on the 
tensioning yoke. Construction of the eccen- 
tries and yoke is shonm in Figs. 4 and 5. . 

Locate the x,-heel centers on both the front 
and back plates and cut the curved access 
slots in both plates to exppse the hub of the 
tracking wheel. Then mbunt the tracking 
wheel on the yoke and pivot the wheel unit 
in the fi-ame. After attaching the clevis bolt 
and the thumb nut, Fig. 5, mount the front 
plate with screws only, so that it may be 
removed if necessary. Install the upper and 
lower idlers, checking to see that they line 
up. Note that holes for the driving-wheel 
bearings are counterbmed in both the front 
and back plates, Fig. 13. This must be done 
with care so that when in place the’wheel 
n-ill line up wih the other three wheels. NOW, 
mount the machine on its t&x hardwood legs 
to stand at a convenient working height. The 
table. Fig. 8, is slotted in from one edge to a 
hole drilled at the center to allow easy re- 
moval of the blade. Swivel latches are fitted 
near the edge on the underside to level the 
adjoining sections of the table. Hardwood 
tilting qua&ants, or trunnions, are bolted to 
the bottom of the table in the manner shown 
in Fig. 6. Lower halvv of the trunnions are 
screwed x. the front and rear plates. A lock- 
ing bol& passing through curved slots cut III 
the uppe:’ halves of the two hunnions, pro- 

- vides a mmns of locking the table in both the 
level and tilted positions. A leveling bolt is 

. attached to the frame at some point under the 
table. Both blade guides, the upper one being 
detailed in Fig. 11, consist of three ball bear- 
ings mounted betweed the legs of : piece of 
channel iron. The lower guide i., : !E shorter 
of the two and is bolted to the box frame, Fig. 
8, while the upper.guide is bolted to a length 
of hardwood, grooved as in Fig. 9 to allow for 
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\vhirh support the shouldered shaft on which 
the xvheel bearings are mounted. The section- 
al vie\\-, Fig. 15. shoxvs the assembly of the 

. bearing G.ith t,he eccentrics mounted on the 
tensioning yoke. Construction of the eccen- 
tries and yoke is shox\-n in Figs. 4 and 5. 

Locate the x,-heel centers on both the front 
and back plates and cut the curved access 
slots in both piates to expose the hub of the 
tracking wheel. Then mount the tracking 
wheel on the yoke and pivot the wheel unit 
in the frame. After attaching the clevis bolt 
and the thumb nut, Fig. 7, mount the front 
plate with screws only, so that it may be 
removed if necessary. Install the upper and 
lowzr idlers, checking to see that they line 
up. Note that holes for the driving-wheel 
bearings are counterbored in both the front 
and bark plates, Fig. 13. This must be done 

,:” ,,, xvith care so that xrhen in place the.wheel 
u?fl line up wilh the other three wheels. Now, 
mount the machine on its three hardwood legs 
to stand at a convenient working height. The 
table, Fig. 8, is slotted in from one edge to a 
hole drilled at the center to allow easy re- 
moral of the blade. Sx-i-ire1 latches are fitted 
near the edge on the underside to level the 
adjoining sections of the table. Hardwood 

f tilting quadrants, or trunnions, are bolted to 
the bottom of the table in the manner shown 
in Fig. 6. Lower halv+ of fie trunnions are 
screwed II* the front and rear plates. A lock- 
ing bolt, passing through curved slots cut m 
the upper halves of the two trunnions, pro- 
vides a means of locking the table in both the 
level and tilted positions. A leveling belt is 
attached to the frame at some point under the 
table. Both blade guides, the upper one being 
detailed in Fig. 11, consist of three ball bear- 
ings mounted betwe& the legs of piece of 
channel iron. The lower guide i., !!le shorter 
of the two and is bolted to the box frame. Fig. 
8, while the upper-guide is bolted to a length 
of hardwood, grooved as in Fig. 9 to allcw for 
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t 
clear passage of t&e blade. Note how the 
hardwood support is slotted and attached 
to the frame so that the guide can be moved 
up and down to clear different thicknesses 
of stock. Projecting:edges of the front and 
back plates serve as a guide for the hard- 
wood supports. Blade length on the orig- 

%d xrpchiie is 10 ft. (120 in.), and blades 
up tom % in. wide may be used, although 
narrower blades have a somewhat longer 
life. After installing %he blade, check 
alignment on the wheels, adjusting the 
tracking wheel and guides so that the blade 
runs smoothly and centers on the wheels. 
Set the guides so that all three roll- 
ers turn when the blade is moved, but be 
sure that they are not too tight, as this will 
cause the blade to vibrate and possibly 
break. Then, make and fit the sheet-metal 
cover. The toggle ha 
a quick, easy way o 1 ‘. 

dle Fig. 10, pr&ides 
locking the cover in 

pkce.&tach the motor support to the two 
back legs, as in Fi& 12. The position of the 
support depends on the length of V-belt 
used. Although a %hp. motor will supply 

. ample power for light work, a %-hp. motor 
IS recommended as being more satisfactory 
for all-around work. The speed of the band 
wheels should not exoeed 600 r.p.m. for the 
best results in average woodworking. For 
cutting light metals the speed of the band 
wheels shwld be reduced and a metal- 
cutting blade used. .~ 
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WOODWORKING craftsmen 
will rate this tilting-arbor table 
saw “tops” because of its versa- 

,’ t.iI@, speed and accuracy. By 
,’ ,tt&ng one handwheel the 

,‘~ :blz&e is raised or lowered for 
any: depth setting within its 

:, capticity. A few turns of an- 
other handwheel tilt the blade 
for any angle cut up to 45 deg., 

: the settings being indicated by 
,:, a degree scale and pointer. The 
“, saw table remains always in a 

horizontal position; only the 
‘, saw arbor tilts. The hardwood 

table with hinged extensions is 
plenty large enough to handle a 

: ,4 by 8-R. plywood panel. Anen- 
;l, +xsd bt - catches all the saw- 

By Elman Wood 
Part I 

Winged iWe and bark extensions incrccse 
the size of the table so th.t the ripping 
fence con be ~125 in. from the saw blcvde. 
RIpa 10 the ce”te. of 48-b~ plywood panel 

g;; dust, am: ,wivel casters fitted 
~~~~~ tq built-in foot lifts enable the 
&~? aperator to roll the saw to any 
~~~,:p~t of the shop. 
,,-.;,, ,, +jqFz,,,,l Construction should begin q& ,:,,, ~a~,, with the saw-base frame, Fig. ppfil:;;:T 
r@@g;yp~ %%%3; Building fie base require. 
P&+;:;,car~ in cutting and fitting as it 
&@ ii 
pgg:;m-t be strong ad rigid to SUP 
@&sy-t thy motor and arbor as- 
&&&,ly. Use >ve&season&, se- *;p,;; ;,, 
~~~~~~~~ted oak for legs and raiIs. 
@&@&$et the legs on adjacent 
‘~~~~~,,~des: as ,in Fig. 4 to take side 
;p& _ 

~~~~~~d end panels flush. Both top 
p&8;+;;: and, ljumm rails are modi& 
,J@,~g$j,~~~ 
lkip~~iF~,;~,~to the legs, but note that the upper side 
&,;,r++ are 4’h in. wide and that the end ones 

top rails across the four corners, and the 

~~~~~~~,~e 3’ini The tenons are g&d and keyed 
bottom rails are braced to the legs with 

&:;zg;;p$th SCRWS,, and after the joining is mm- 
steel corner plates cut, bent and attached 

~~~~;~~~~~~~ @d gll.w?ts are mortised into the 
as in Fig. 5. Caster rails, one acrws each 
end, are hinged to the underside of the 

~’ ~,‘,’ 
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frame rails as in Figs. 3 and 5. The ply- 
wood bottom and the rear and right-side 
panels can now be installed, but t,he front 
and left-side panels are omitted at this 
stage as it is necessary to dctcrmine later 
the location of the handwhecls and the size 
of i:he opening for the motor. 

The arbor frame, shown in front and rear 
views in Fig. 1. comes next. This consists 
of a number of parts cut from steel plate 
and welded. together to form the unit 
shown. This frame swings on trunnions 
made as detailed in Fig. 2. Each trunnion 
consists of an inner and outer segment, the 
two trunnions requiring four segments in 
all. These four segments are obtained from 
3,!t-in. mild-steel plate turned first to the 
form of disks, which are then cut into seg- 
ments as indicated in Fig. 2. Inner segments 
are welded to the arbor frame while the 
outer ones are attached to the steel-faced 
cross members in Fig. 3. In installing a 
trunnion-mounted saw arbor there are two 
precise requirements: The center line of 
the blade must coincide exactly with the 
center line of the outer trunnion segments 
and the center of rotation of the trunnions 
must be at that point where the plane of 
the blade intersects that of the saw-table 
top. Fig. 6 shows the arbor and arbor frame 
in position and Fig. 7 shows the first step in 
positioning the inner trurmion segments on 
the arbor frame. Use a surface plate or oth- 
er flats surface and make sure that the parts 
are exactly in line before welding. This 
done, measure the length of the arbor 
frame, plus the four trunnion segments. 
This gives you the distance between the 
two trunnion-support members, Fig. 1. 
Face the members with steel plates as 
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&own and’drill the bolt holes. While the 
meqbers are temporarily in position de- 
termine the center line of the saw base and 
scribe it on both members for guidance in 
locating the trunnions. Then slip the arbor 
frame and trtmnions between the supports. 
The arbor frame should fit snugly but 
should swing on the trunnions with only a 
slight frictional drag. With all parts lo- 
cated on the center line of the saw base, 
clamp the outer trunnion segments to the 
CI‘OSS members and lift out the whole as- 
sembly. Using each trunnion segment as a 
drilling jig, drill holes and b&t the seg- ““’ 
ments to the cross members. 

i%xt, come the arbor-bearing holders 
shown in detail in Fig. 9, and in section in 

@ 

Fig. 10. with the arbor. pulley and bearings 
in place. Holders care rough-cut from z/4- 
in. steel plate with a cutting torch or metal- 
cutting bandsaw and are recessed and 
bored through to suit the bearings as in 
Fig. 8. Bearings should be a fairly tight 
pwss fit in the recesses. The arbor - - 
or spindle is machined from steel ,_ 

I-ground to final dimen- 
sions. Note that it is flanged at the ’ 

,,;,,:, 
% 

saw-blade end to form a seat for 
the press-fitted spacing washer. 

$;;i The spindle is shouldered and 
2, : threaded at the left-hand end for 
,az:;:, ‘, jam nuts for pre-loading the bear- 
& ings. Pul!eys ax locked on the 
&spindle with socket-head set- 
~~~,;-;~wrews, the ends of the s&,erews 
&$&ting on a fiat, milled or filed 
%,,,oti the saw spindle. Dimensions of 
:i$‘:,:’ the spindle through the beaks, 

g. 9, and also the bearing-recess 
:I, diameter in Fig. 10, have been 

r!,,,;‘: 
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purposely omitted. These measurements 
must be taken from the bearings at hand. 

‘Now, before going farther, study care- 
fully sections A-A and B-B in Fig. 13, also 
the perspective and top views in Figs. 11 
and 12. From Fig. 11 you will see that a 
$.-in. steel plate forms the mounting base 
for the saw-arbor assembly. Notchesmilled 
in opposite edges take the ends of the bear- 
ing holders, and rocker arms welded to the 
mounting base allow it to pivot on a rocker 
shaft for raising and lowering the saw 
blade and motor as a unit. When this as- 
sembly is complete, the saw spindle should 
turn freely in the bearings. Check this be- 
fore finally weldiig the bearing holders in 
place. The motor mount, a separate assem- 
bly built up by welding together steel an- 
gles and Bats, is welded to a length of l-in. 
pipe which telescopes over the rocker shaft 
aqd fits snugly against the rocker arms. 
See Fig. 13, section A-A, and also the top 
view, Fig. 12. Shaft, pipe sleeve and arbor 
mounting are held in place in the arbor 
frame by washers and cotter keys. When 
assembled, the parts .&o$d move freely 
but ,vitho”t any encl play. -ne nlotor 
mount is not fully dimensioned as it must 
be made to fit the base of the motor you 
are to use. Final unit in this assembly is 
the belt-adjustment link, Figs. 15 and 16. 
It’s made from flat iron, bent to approxi- 
mately a 2-in. offset and dried and slotted 
as indicated Upper end is bolted to the left 
bearing holder, Fig. 12, and the lower end 
to the motor mount. Loosening the lower 
bolt alIows the motor to be moved up or 
down to obtaii correct belt tension. 

The aising-and-Iowering mechanism 
con.&ts of a worm and worm-gear seg- 
ment, the latter made from an ordinary 
gear by simply cutting away all but a 120- 
deg. segment. An arm made from Y&in. flat 
iron is welded or brazed to the segment as 
in Figs. II and 13. Thii arm is connected to 

222 

a lug melded to the underside of the arbor 
plate by two links as shown. The gear seg- 
ment turns on a shaft passing through the 
sides of the boxed end of the arbor frame 
as in Fig. 14. The shaft is made a drive fit 
in the holes drilled in the frame. Spacers 
cut from pipe position the worm-gear seg- 
ment on the shaft, as shown in Fig. 13, sec- 
tion A-A. Although not detailed, the rais- 
ing mechanism will operate more smoothly 
if the gear segment is fitted with a bronze 
bushing. If this is done, the bushing should 
be a tight drive fit in a reamed hole. Fig. 
13 shows worm and worm shaft in position. 

(To be continued) 

CA set of socket wrenches can be made by 
using the heads of hexagon socket SWWJS 
and wel&ng handles to them. 
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f;,:~ ’ WITH THE SAW completed 1 tn the stow described in 
sembly is ready ,~,-~,~~; 

I for mstallation of the arbor- 

Port II larger angle bracket and the 
flat support are slipped over 
the ends of the handwbeel- 
shaft housing, bolted tempo- 
rarily in place and checked 
for alignment. Then the pipe 
housings are tack welded tb 
the brackets in the positions 

1 these two parts in place 
when.& assembly is made. 
Notice that the se&and angle 

rk. As will be Wood bracket forms a frame for 
positioning the miter gears 

brackets and and that it pivots on the projecting end of 
one straight support piece, the latter mor- the handwheel-shaft housing, Fig. 17-A. It 
tied into the leg of the frame. Both the is held in place by the driving miter gear, 

,,,,,, 

,L &Zc/ 



which is oinned to the handwheel shaft. 
Likewise, the driven gear is pinned to a 
threaded tilting shaft. Pivoted in this WBY 

” the shaft and g&s can swivel with the ai- 
bar frame when it is tilted to anv an& un 

5 to 45 deg. The tilting shaft is thr&dea with 
a s/s-l1 thread. 

The tapped block, into which the thread- 
ed tilting shaft turns, is bolted to an angle 
bracket that pivots on the tilting lug weid- 
ed to the arbor frame. This end of the tilt- 
ing assembly is carried on a spring-loaded 
toggle supported by a triangular metal 
bracket bolted to the bottom of the saw 
stand as in Fig. 17. The toggle partially 
suooorts the weight of the motor and arbor 
th%gh the 45-&eg. tilt and thereby eases 
the load on the tilting handwheel. The tog- 
gle sprang guide rod is welded to an angle -. 
bracket bent from flat iron and bolted to 
the tilting lug as in section A-A, Fig. 17. 
Handwheels and knurled lock nuts for both 
the raising-and-lowering and the tilting 
mechanisms are detailed in Fig. 2~8. Both 

c :-- aregsk;fzit;gthe shaft in the -&me way, 
Fi 

I 

,,, ,,>‘~ ,, ,’ ,,I, 
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& housing in Fig. 17, except that it is flange 

\ I I 
slot has been located and cut and the hole 
for tbe miter-gear shaft has been bored, 
the panel is screwed permanently in place. 

The calibrated scale, Fig. 22, can be made 
from thin sheet metal with figures and 
divisions stamped into the metal by hand 
with a numeral stamp of the type used for 
stamping numerals on tools. For stamping 
the divisions, a %-in. lathe bit ground to a 
blunt chisel edge will do. The degree scale 
must be laid out very accurately, and care 
should be taken when stamping not to cut 
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the sliding cznsse~ oj; the column, bolt ZI 
flange union to the base and SCLBW the xc- 
and flange -union on:0 a &se nipple 
turned into the lower cress. Attach the 
tabie. draw the coiiimn tight with a strap 
ww~h (borrowed :^:-om ?our local plumb- 
er) to avoid marring the p&shed surface. 
Assemble the jackshafi frame and the 
pzrrs A. Figs. 1. 2 and 3. Then assemble 
the spindle frame. The purpose of this 
preiiminwy assembiy is io make SUE that 
aii pipe and ?:trings fi: together in correct 
alignment wher. draws tinht. Before pro- 
ceediag. note the asserr.bly of the spindle 
raising-and-lowering dex:ice &x.-n cut 
away in the ieft-hand detail. Fig. 1. Mark 
the location of the hcle for the slotted pipe 
sleeve which passes thwugh the hole in 
the arm and serves as a guide for the rais- 
ing and !o\vering rack. The sieeve is l-in. 
pipe. 8 in. long. and only the top end is 
zbreaded. A length of %-in. pipe, 12 in. 
long, telescopes inside the sleeve and car- 
ries the roller-chain rack. This length of 
pipe is slotted aith a hacksaw as in Fig. 2 
to permit travel of the sprocket, which is 
carried on a %-in. horizontal shaft turn- 
ing in bushings made from solid pipe plugs. 
Tiie bushings are mounted in pipe-coupling 
halves welded to the frame arm as indi- 
cated in Fig. 1. 

Spindle-Lowering Assembly 
Note from the left-hand detail in Fig. 1 

that the roller-chain rack is pinned at the 
lower end and supported at the top end 
by a toothed lug, or key, held in place in 
the pipe by a standard half-moon key. 
Care must be taken in the location of the 
slot for tbe half-moon key to assure that 
the chain is supported inside the slotted 
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pipe without slack. Drive-fit the kry in 
plnw and grind flush. Thr slottrd-pipe 
c;trl-ivr shwrtd 1~ iw rnsy slitlinfi Ii! ilwiric ,. - -.. 

Spindle Assembly 

Details of the spindle assrmbly arc 
shown in Figs. 2. 3 and 4. The pulltd-;lp;lrt 
view shows ctuitv clrarly the whltionship 
of the parts. Matching 4-step V-pullqs 
al-e used on the spindle and jackshaft. hut 
the hole in the pulley used on the spindle 
must be reamed to a sliding fit and it may 
bc. nrrrsrary to file the keyvxys dwpc.r. 
Thr taprwd rollrr hearings wrryinl: the 
spindle ilw m~*~~ntwl in “r;,ga.~” 1~8ia<lt. bv 
twniw 21 hddvr iota> tlw pli8in vt~~ls <if 
3-h hplhs of pipr to wwiva~ tlw outrr 
mcc- of twh hvarirlg in% pwss lit. N,,te 
irr Fig. 2 that 111~~ loww ~ncl of the, spindle 
is drillvd and tqxvwamcd to t&Ike t;q~cr- 
shank drill bits. detail C. Fig. 4. or LB rhuck 
fitted with e No. 2 Morse-taper edilpter, 
Fig. 3. The two milled splines (have this 
job done at a machine shop) in the drill 
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By KENNETH 6. LITTLEFIELD 
Technical Art by Graphic Presentations 

These simple cutting attachments will make it possible for you to mill 
metals, such as aluminum, cast iron and steel, on your drill press 

OMBINE ANY MILLING VISE with inexpensive ::i,;-in.-sq. lathe tool bits fit- 
the critters and spindle support at- ted in vertically mounted toolholders. YOU 

men, shown here and you can convert can keep them sharp without special 
your drill press into an excellent light- grinding equipment and can change cut- 
duty milling machine. ting angles readily to suit the metal being 

Use of fly cutters instead of multi-tooth milled. 
commer&l milling cutters makes drill- However, these fly cutters must neuer 
press milling practical for the home- he used without, the spindle support at- 
\vorkshop craftsman. These :i> cutters arc tnthwcnt. If the workpiece is advanced too 
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Drill all twl holes 114” 
Al! shanks 112 x 1-W 
All setscrews 114-20. l/4” long 

31TS FOR TOOL HOLDER NO. 1 -irZ” 

CAST tRON BfT 
rake 0’ front rake 

STEL BIT ALUMINUM BIT 

\ %ide rake 
\ Grind far clearance a 

Front and side rake 
the same as cutter No.t 

Front rake Side rake 

JANUARY 1969 

BITS FOR HOLDERS NO. 2, 3 & 4 

1116” 

1132” 

3116 

1116’ 
1 

End view of cutter 
showing corners 
and back after 
being ground for 
side rake and 
clearance 

Front rake is obtained by reducing 
thickness of tool bit 

Rake angles the same as those for 
Bit No. 1 

BORING BAR FOR TOOL HOLDERS 
NO. 5 & 

,--\ 
Cutting circle,: nl ‘, 

\\ ‘I 1’ 
8 

I 
.__, 

Small clearance only/ 
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PLACE THE Blf w-3 ms HOLDER cd Co”!in.e to 
grind it to qJproximc?ely the EO,rec, size and shape 

rapidly. or it slips in the vise. the cutter 
will strike powerfuiIy against the lvork. 
The spindI-- ..“---F absorbs the force of c >up&r’v L 
this blow, so no damage will result. With- 
out it, the &U-press spindle would prob- 
abty bend and be permanently damaged. 

The spindle support shown is for a drill 
press with a 2%-in.-diameter column. 
Exact size of the two bzll bearings isn’t 
reallv important. Zeal-ie: steel can be 
substituted foor that in the drawing: lighter 
metal defmitely should not be used. 

To se: up the attachment. clamp the 
base to the drilLpress column and attach 
both arms and bearings to the base. Swing 
then in until the bearings press firmly 
against the side of the drill-press chuck. 
then bolt the cross brace in position. 

Turn the tooEhoiders from mild r;tcei 
and cut fta(s on two faces of the holders 
to facilitate boring holes for the cuttg,r bits 
and setscre\‘“s Eater, c*rners of thr. tuo1 
bits must be beveled slightly to lit the 

‘-i-in. holes in the holders. The No. 1 
to&older is bored &center to simplify 

IAN’JAiiY 1969 

CAREFULLY FlNlSH GRlNDlNG he “y-cutter bit by 
adiurting the grinder’r +oolrert to the required on+ 

grinding the rake angle of the bit: that 
is. a front rake of up to 14” can be ob- 
tained simply by reducing the thickness 
of the bit. Except for the keyway cutter. 
a front rake is obtained similarly in the 
other cutters by reducing the tool bit 
thickness. A rake of about 10” can be had 
wthout weakening the tool bit. The key- 
wvay cutter is ground like a lathe tool. 

Rake and clearance angles shown in the 
drawings are the actual working angles 
of the cutters when held in the tool- 
holders. To avoid confusion. hold the 
blank tool bit in its holder as you grind. 

Wiih the drill press runring at its 
slowest speed. make a trial cut. The cutter 
should produce small. neatly formed 
chips. If not, check for sufficient side rake 
and regrind if necessary. If it stdl refuses 
to cut. it is because of insuficient front 
rake (especially when milling steel). 

If the cutter seizes intu the mrtal, ac- 
companicd by considerable vibration. IV- 
duce the side rake. With brass and to a 
lesser extent, gray cast iron. this efFect 
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METHOD OF MAKING CUTS 

Spindle support bearings 

workpiece movement 

cari also be caused by too much front 
rake. Bottom clearance and rake have 
little effecr op. the cutting of the bit but 
\yill affect the finish of the \vork. 

The cutting speeds listed belo\v are 
suggested only as a xvorking basis. Too 
fast a speed rapidly xvears away the tool’s 
cutting edge: too slow a speed increases 
vibration and leaves a rough finish. 

shc~,uld not exceed : ,: in.. while the small 
cutters are LimIted to ‘I,, in. 

Aluminum. brass and gray cast iron: 
should be miiled dry. as can be mild steel. 
but thrwd-cutting oi! rvi!l he!p retain a 
sharp edge on the tool bit. Also use this 
oil when milling annealed alloy steel. 

Cutters 1. 3 and 5 are sufficient for most 
mdling jobs. No. 2 is useful for milling 

V-BLOCKS ARE EASY TO Mill by m.king WECelliYe 
3 x-in~-deep cuts. each oppraximtely bin wide 
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small dovetail slides but it is suitable only 
for light work. No. 4 is particularly useful 
when working with soft metals. 

Cutters 5 and 6 can be used either as 
keyway cutters or boring bars for enlarg- 
ing existing holes. In the latter case, the 
optimum cut is about I::, in., and the cut- 
ter must be fed into the work very slowly 
to avoid vibration. The best cutting speed 
will vary according to the hole diameter, 
but should not exceed 800 rpm for a %I- 
in. hole or 350 rpm for a I’%-in. hole. 
Cutting oil should be used. 

There is considerable difference in the 
miiling qualities of different metals. Even 
mild steel can vary so much that one piece 
may be milled at well over 1000 rpm, 
while 750 rpm may be the maximum 
for a different piece of the “same0 metal. 

Alloy steel is very unpredictable in this 
respect. It’s always a good idea first to 
make a trial cut on the piece of steel se- 
lected for a certain job. If it appears it 
will be difficult to mill, a different-and 
more easily worked-piece of steel should 
be substituted. *** 

SLOTS ALSO CAN BE MADE with 0 number of repem 
posrer. Start slowly to avoid imming bit in work 
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\;c THEN REPLACING WATER LINES, 
extending old ones or adding neu 

ones in you home. the job may be simpli- 
fied by using soft copper or aluminum 
tubing. It can be run around corners, over 
or under obstructions and “snaked” 
through partitions with ease. Besides be- 
ing rustproof. soft tubing expands if aa!e~ 
freezes in it and therefore can resist sev- 
era1 successive freezings before rupturing. 

Available in 60 and Ii%-ft. coils, tubing 
eliminates many pipe-cutting and thread- 
ing operations and requires fewer fittings 
than does rigid pipe when used in con- 
tinuous runs. The tubing generally used 
ranges from !& to 2 in. in diameter, and 
comes in hard as well as soft varieties. The 
former ,is made in straight lengths, while 
the latter is pbtainable in coils. 

Two assembly methods: There are two 
xi&.hocLs of tubing assembly which differ in 
the kids of fittings used, as shown in Fig. 
1. Compression fittings are used with soft 
tubing, and solder fittings with both soft 
and hard~tubing. The fittings include prac- 
tically all the k,inds used in reg&r pipe 
work plus adapters that connect tubing to 
threaded pipe. Copper, tinned-steel and 
brass tubing can be soldered readily. Alu- 
minum tubing is assembled with compres- 
sion fittings. 

Straightening coiled tubing: To straight- 
en coiled tubing, set the coil on edge on a 
flat surface and unroll it slowly while 
holding, @e straightened portion down as 
iti Fig. 2; 
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How to cut tubing: For either method 
of assembly, the ends of the tubing must 
be cut off absolutely square. Cutting is 
best done by means of a regular tube cut- 
ter. Fig. 3. Cotting also can be done with 
a fine-tooth hacksax\:- teeth per in. To 
assure square cuts whgg saring the tubing 
it is held in a V-block which has a cross 
slot to guide the saw as in detail A. Fig. 4, 
or in a regular tube-cutting fixture as in 
detail B. 

A cutter forms a burr on the inside of 
the tube and it is necessary to remove it 
by reaming lightly as in Fig. 5. Hacksawing 
produces buxs on .both inside and outside. 
To remove them, use a reamer on the in- 
side and a file on the outside. When uxm- 
ing or filing, always hold the open end of 
the tubing downward so that the chips fall 
away from, rather than into, the tube. 

Compression fittings: Fis. 8 shows Lree 
types of compreSsion fittings. The kind 
shown in detail A requires flaring the ends 
of the tubing. Those shown in details B 
and C require merely pushing the tube 
into a fitting, then tightening the latter. 
This compresses a wedge-shaped ferrule 
or sleeve firmly on the tubing wall. 

Flaring the ends of tubing: Flaring is 
done with a special tool as shown in Fig; 6. 
After slipping the compression nut of the 
fitting over the tubing, insert it in the 
block of the flaring tool so the end will pro- 
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,p2 im;:1 ’ 1,: to ‘8 in. above the block. 
;lgC:~n the ‘;lock to grip the tubing se- 
iui &.,, then I;CT~W dolvn the t’meaded 
pxch. ?Zo& Earing tools accommodate 
:~~‘~~n~f~;:rn ?: to sic in. in diameter. but 
lsYgw+ ones ax available. ,4Iso, for large 
tubing, a h,-s:nel~-driven flaring punch of 
proper size often is used, as shown ip Fig. 9. 

Gouble &ring. Fig. IO, is recommended 
:^OL steel tubing. which is espe&aUy likely 
to xack when only a single.flaring is used. 
Double flaring a!so is advised for copper 
and aluminLim tiJbing when extra-strong 
joints at~e desired. or xvhere they must be 
frequentiv <ixonnected and reconnected. 
Tbe ins& >ad is made by using an adapt- 
er on the flare block as in detail A, Fig. 
10, after .>;hich the flaring proceeds as in 
detail B. A little oii on the end of a flaring 
tool ?:tduces friction and helps to prevent 
sco!~mg the metal. Avoid using excessiv’e 
p!-essu~ .-\~hen flaring tubing. since pres- 
su~c hardens it and makes it more likely 
to crzc2 from strain or vibration. After 
flarir”. assemble the fitting as in Fig. i. 

Soider fittings: With solder fittings you 
merely insert the tubing in 2 fitting and 
swat-rolder tie two together. If there 
is any disto:,tion caused by soldering Lrat, 
the tubing must be shaped to perfect 
roundness by means of a sizing tool, Fig. 
li. Tbe surfaces to be soldered together 
(the outside of the tubing and the inside 
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of the fitting) must be cleaned thorqughly 
aith fine steel ~-001 or emery cloth, rubbing 
the metal as in Fig. 11 until it is bright. 
Wipe the tilbing clean. then apply a thin 
film of soldering flus. Fig. 12. Push the 
tubing into the fitting as far as it will go, 
then rotate it a fav times to assure even 
distribution of the thx. 

Preheating and soldering: Preheating 
the joint comes next. using any suitable 
kind of torch. Play the flame over the fit- 

, .ting. not concentrating it too long at any 
one point. As most torches produce a flame 
that has a temperature considerably high- 
er than the melting point of copper (1900 
dea. F.). care must be taken to wrevent 
b&ing a hole. 

While heating. touch the end of a piece 
of wire solder to the edge of the fitting 
occasionally-outside the flame-to check 
for correct soldering temperature. This is 
reached. when the solder liquefies imme- 
diately when touched to the fitting. Do not 
heat the metal above this temperature. 

Next, feed the solder along the edge of 
the fitting, Fig. 13, Trhile keeping the fit- 
ting hot. The solder is d&am between the 
contacting surfaces by capillary attraction 
no matter at what an& the fitting is held. 
Gerzrally. the correct amount of ?&in. 
wire solder to use per joint is a length 
e~$ual to the diameter of the tubing. 

Avoid getting solder all over the work. 
YOU can wipe off excess-solder while it is 
still liquid with a m&stened cloth but do 
not remove the bead from the chamfered 
ends of the fitting. Avoid mavement of the 
tube or fitting until after the solder has 
“set” or hardened. since any disturbance 
before this time weakens the joint. To pro- 
tect wood or other combustible material in 
the vicinity of the flame when soldering a 
joint, use a sheet of asbestos board or as- 
bestos paper. 

Whenever soldering tubing into’ 3 fit- 
tiig which has other outlets aGeady 
soldered into it,~ prevent the latter ‘from 
melting ‘!oose by wrapping wet &tbs 
around the joints to be protected as in 
Fig. 14. 

Solder to use: Ordinary “soft” solder is 
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of the fitting) must be cleaned thoroughly 
with fine steel wool or emery cloth, rubbing 
the metal as in Fig. 11 until it is bright. 
Wipe the tilbing clean. then apply a ~thin 
film of soldering flux, Fig. 12. Push the 
tubing into the fitting as far as it will go, 
then rotate it a few times to assure even 
distribution of the flux. 

Preheating and soldering: Preheating I 
the joint comes next. using any suitable 
kind of torch. Play the flame over the fit- :: 

, -ting, not concentrating it too long at any : 
one point. As most torches produce a flame . 
that has a temperature considerably high- 
er than the melting point of copper (19DO 
deg. F.), care must be taken to prevent 
burning a hole. 

While heating. touch the end of a piece 
of wire solder to the edge of the fitting 
occasionally-outside the flame-to check 
for correct soldering temperature. This is 
reached when the solder liquefies imme- t SPRING 
diately when touched to the fitting. Do not 1 BENLmC 
heat the metal above this temperature. 1 

Next. feed the solder along the edge of 
the fitting, Fig. 13, while keeping the fit- 
ting hot. The solder is dnmn between the 
contacting surfaces by capillary attraction 
no matter at what an+& the fitting is held. 
Generally, the correct amount of ?&-in. 
ti&e solder to use per joint is a length 
equal to the diameter of the tubing. 

Avoid getting solder all over the work. , I I 

YOU can wipe off excesssolder while it is 
still liquid with a mbistened cloth but do ’ 
not remove the bead from the chamfered 
ends of the fitting. Avoid movement of the 
tube or fitting until after the solder has 
“set” or hardened, since any disturbance 
before this time weakens the joint. To pro- 
tect wood or other combustible material in 
the vicinity of the flame when soldering a 
joint, use a sheet of asbestos board or as- ..’ 
bestos paper. 

Whenever soldering tubing into 3 fit- 
ting which has other outlets ali-eady 
soldered into it,~ prevent the latter ‘from 
melting ‘low by wrapping wet 610th~ 

around the joints to be protected as in 
Fig. 14. 

Solder to use: Ordinary “soft” solder is 
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satisfactory where joints are not subje.l 
to much Strain or vibration and are nr~. 
heated to tempel.ature$above250 deg.’ E- 
For producing stronger joints, use “hard” 
or brazing solder which Hows at tempera- 
tures of 1300 and 14OJ deg. F. 

How to bend tubtng: You can bend soft 
copper tubing by hand as in Fig. 15, using 
spring-steel bending ,coils. Bending coils 
come in various sizes. for either inside or 
outside application. For accurate, small- 
mdii bends. use a bendi1.g fixture, Fig. 16. 

When copper tubing is bent or other- 
wise worked. it becomes hard and brittle. 
Therefore, before rebending copper tubing, 
anneal it by heating to a dull cherry-rrd 
color, then quench it in wat.x. Aluminum * 
is annealed in the same manner. 

Swedged joints: Lengths of tubing can 
be spliced together by wedging, thus elim- 
inating’ the need for a coupling. A sw?dg- 
ing tool of the proper size, Fig. 18, in- 
creases the diameter of tubing a short 
distance from its end so it can be fitted 
over the end of another length. The joint 
is fitished and soldered in the manner al- 
ready described. 

“Snaking” tubing ithrough partitions: 
Copper.tubing usually can be snaked 
through partitions as shown in Figs. 19 
and 20. ‘+JO workers are required for this 
job. Holes are bored though the top and 
sole plates of the partition, a length of 
chain is lowered from the upper to the 
lower opening and it is pulled through the 
lower opening by means of a piece of wire 
with a hook bent in the end. This arrange- 
&ntZpermits. the worker below to pull 
the tfibing throtigh the partition by pulling 
on the chaih while the worker above feeds 
the tubing into the partition. .If any cross- 
pieces or fire stops are encoimtered, it is 
necessary to open the wall at this point 
and notch the obstruction. 

Horizontal lengths of tubing must be 
supported adequately with suitable hang- 
ers to prevent sagging at any point. The 
hard variety of tubing generally is used 
for long horizontal. lengths. , 

Buried copper tubing: Copper tubing 
buried underground should never be run 
through cinder fill, especially where the 
ground is wet. The sulphur in the cinde%s 
attacks copper. Where such a condition 
exists, damage to the tubing can be pre- 
vented by wrapping it with canvas liberal- 
ly coated with an asphalt compound such 
as roofing cement or roofing paint. The 
covered pipe then is surrotimled for a dis- 
tance of 1 ft. with a layer of sand mixed 
with lime or broken plaster in equal pro- 
portions. Compression fittings are pre- 
Fend for underground wbrk and should 
be tack-WIdered for added security aitgaF% 
loosening. 
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rYPlCAL PRESSURE FITTINGS 

\ 

REDUCER ! I C_---’ 

COMP&NION FLANGE NO. 1*5ST*INDARD CROSS 

feSEaOnRD TEE 

ends to join it, comes in raying diameters. 
mall thicknesses and degmes of hardness. 
and is suitable for both hot and cold-water 
systems. To join copper piping, there are 
many types of fittings to cover every part 
of the plumbing layout. h n~imber of com- 
moo fittings are shown at the left. 

Copper pipe can be joined using either 
s~,ldered (also called capillary or “sweat” 
joints) or screwed (compression fitting I 
joints. Compression joints are of two types. 
Kith the first. called a “bead” fittinp, the 
tubing is pushed into the fitting. a bead of 
jnintiq paste is applied around the tubing 
m front of a compression nut. and the com- 
pression nut is tightened onto the fitting. 
The result is a watertight fit. The second 
type is called a “flare” fitting because the 
end of the tubing is funnel-shaped with a 
special faring tool (below). This shaped 
end receives the male end of the fitting; the 
compression nut is then tightened to finish 
the connection. 



Typee of copper piping 
me TanpS 

K Hard (rigid) or scft (flexible) 
L Hard OT so* 
M Hard only 

;;, To be sure the type of cc+x~er piping that You 
we far a specific application complies with IO- 
cc4 plumbing code. always check with your local 

,:, ,building department. In general, Type L can be 
;, ;,,“Sed below ground, Type M above graund. For 
~~, a superior installation. use TypeK below ground 

: ,~‘~~ and Type I. above grsmd. 

Equipmenf needed 
Propane torch Tubing cutter 
Hacksaw with reamer 
Smooth rife Sandpaper or fine 
Tubing bender Steel WOOI . 

(also known as Solder 
a “hickey”) FIUX 

Cutting and cleaning 

,Capillary or ‘sweat’ joints 

,Properly prepared. a sweated joint will provide 
‘many years of troub!ei:ee (nonleaking) sevice. Al- 
though your joint may leak the first couple of 
~times you atiemp? to sweat pipe. you’ll soon be 
sweating copper pipe just Iike a pro by getting a 
!i!ti+ prictice under your belt and by following 
the rules outlined on these pages. 

To understand the principles of sweating pipe, 
you should understand how capillary action works. 
When the end of a caDper pipe is inserted as far 
as possible into a fitting. a small amwnt of space 
will remain be?ween the inside wall of the fitting 
and the outside wall of the pipe. When the fitting 
is heated with a propane torch and solder is ap- 
plied around the pipe at the outer .edgeS Of the 
fitting, the solder will be drawn into this Spa% by 
capillary acticz. bonding tile pipe and fitting to- 
gether securely. Such aciion. v/i!! be the result 
regardless of whether ihe piping will be running 
horizontal!y or vertically. 

If you’re repairing or adding to an existing cop- 
per piping system. remember that all parts- to be 
joined first must be completely dry. After the sol- 
dering is done and ttze joint cooled to room tem- 
perature, test the work for possible leaks. 

Cut pipe to length using a tubing-cutter (1) Or a 
fine hacksaw blade, Make sure the cut Is Square 
and the pipe remains round and true. Cutting with 
a hacksaw blade leaves rough edges on the inside 
and outside of the pipe, while a tubing Cutter 
leaves rougn edges on the inside of the pipe. 
Remove burrs on the outside of the pipe Witi?a 
smooth file or sandpaper and en inside with a 
reamer (2) or rattail file. Clean the end of pipe with 
steel wool oi a stQp of sandpafler (3). 
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ssembling copper system 
Eter you have :rcr.cu.~hly cleaned the inside of 
e I!!!:“&! Socket isreL? : Iei::~ appiy a thin coat 
!!ux io !?E end zi iw pi05 (Stzp 21 and tne ln~ 

de of t-i ii:..;,: tstip 31 i:‘ifh a *mai, clew 
.“Sh. T?f: zip y-e t-b:>,- !1.$!1\, into me fl!tl::s 
;teD 4; x3 k.~iSt :x C:eCES si:.&Il!y !a order tc 
str;bu!e the :!a ivwiy Wipe 0:i any excess 
1x ,hZl i2mains and asp;‘>’ csz: with a pmpane 
,iCh to lh:e iiit;ng (SW0 5). 
Ir; Ihe same m3:7nZi. aGc’v f!UX to me second ., 

ngtn of tubing (StEo 6i, :zsert I? tile tlt!:n‘o is:ep 
, ans apply a i@.me io b’rll me tuimg isteo 8) 
?d :~::izg :Step 91~ Meit the soider from a spool 
/ solderino wire a:cu^d ih.? !iib,ro-llt!i”a ioini 
;iep 10. aboYe1. 

_ 

F!w :or soldering is mild!*y cc:ros!“c. !! contains 
nc and amn.on:um c!xc::es iTi a petroleum base. 
?d is used as a Pro!eci~ve costrng on the metal 
16 as an agmit to heto :he soidei iiow Always 
,r flux before yiu “SE !!. 
The cardlna! xie I” choos,ng a solder is to buy 
quality solder Mos: sciders for househola 

iumbing jots are? Cr,mcOiEd of 50 Percent tin 
rid 50 percent ieuj ii me ioi”: requires a soide: 
f greater strengtn. use sns comp~isiq 95 pe,cent 
n and 5 pelcent ant:3ony 

Do not ciean~ “!a a~3 asstmbie more copper 
iping then you can soicer in about two hours. 

iotdering tips 
emembarto align ioin:s v~ith adequa:e supper! be- 
m solderizg, and to place no sfra,n on them 
hn soldering. use torch --i!h sweeping motion- 
rblng and fitting should be at same temperature 
)I best flow o! soider mto joint. If so!der forms 
:mps. joint is not hot enough. If t~here is no 
uestion that the joint is hot enough but solder 
till does not fiow freely. overheating resulhng in 
urned flux is likely. and the joint must be started 
gain from Step 1. As soon,as sblder has set. use 
wet brush or rag to crack and remove flux (re- 

love it horn inside oi pioes by flushing with water) 
?move ail flux before pressure-test,ng the joint- 
necessary use a v,ir% brtim Ii you have to iedo 
jcint. re:lux the enti:e joint area before applying 

eat to unso!der. 

Toolbox additions 
If you plzn on doing most of your own plumbing 
jobs. the four tools show” above can be valuable 
addi!ions to your tooibox~ The two pictured a! the 
tot are availaole at most hardware stores, while 
VGU ma have to vlsii a olumbers’ supply house !m 
iind the’lower two. 

vise-gr~c atiers, with serrated jaws and locking 
nut, a:ew&p&ially useful when working with smal!~ 
diameter Pipes. A basin wrench. whose grlpplnc 
head is adjustable. will save you many bumps and 
knocks on head and hands when you are installing 
a basin where there is little room for swlnglng 
ordinary wrenches. 

A pipe cutter. which is faster and more accurate 
than a hacksaw when cutting iron or galva?lzed 
pipe. is operated simply by starting the cutier over 
the pipe, and. as it is revolved, tightening the 
handle gradually to deelen the wt. Thread-cul- 
ting oil should be applied to both the cu!tei and 
the pipe. 

A self-locking pipe vise has V-shaped iav& 
that grip the pipe from both top&nd bottom. I! 
eliminates the need for a helper to hold the PIPE 
while you do Me cutting. , *** 

. 
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D AT 

I 
By Sam Brown 

I ._- .-. F YOU BEGIN \\lth soft aluminum and 
u 01 k It ox er a simple form you can spin 

a bowl in less than five minutes after the 
job is set up. Aluminum spins very easily 
and does not tend to score or buckle under d 
the forming tools. It need not he an- 
nealed during ordinary spinning pro- 
ccdwe as it will take medium-radius 
bends. It stretches to form tapers with- 

I” 
out cracking, and otTers no undue resist- 

;,,,‘; ante to flarmg, beading and hemming. 
ij~!,, Pewter has similar characteristics but is 
‘;;;I: : rather expensive. For average work pewter 
,;;j;,, :,,, is the easiest of all metals to spin. Copper 
ig,,~ and brass have much higher resistance to 
3;; spinning and require frequent annealing. 
i,gj,;;, Equipment: For spinning simple projects 
&:I; III aluminum and soft copper, all the special. 
&‘: equipment needed is show-n in Fig. 1. 
& ,Wooden forming tools generally are used 
as?,: on these metals. For more advanced work 
&,;,you would need a compiete set of special 
I@::-~ spinning tools. but these are not necessary 
g;, f@ the projects detailed. In addition to th; 

,,::_ ,, 



items shown you wi!l need bees\va.x for 
lubricating the metal and glazing the hard- 
mood chuck over which the metal is 
formed. Lathe headstock bearings should 
be in good condition as they must take 
fairly heavy thrust. If you plan several 
projects it will pay to purchase the ball- 
bearing tail renter. Fig. 1. The b&-bearing 
center turns with the xvork and does not 
require frequent lubrication to prevent 
heating as does the nonrotating cup center. 
Ho\vever. the latter can be used for occa- 
sional jobs. The special tool rest can be 
purchased ready to use or one can be made 
to fit your lathe as in Fig. 1. Also. you re- 
quire the hardwood chuck turned to the 
form of the finished project. The chuck 
must be twned and sanded smooth and 
glazed with beeswax while in the lathe. 

How spinning is done: Figs. 4 to i in- 
clusive show hoxr to set up and spin the 
popcorn bowl pictured in Fig. 3. Projects 
such as the bowl usually are referred to as 
low-form types and require no reverse 
chucking. After the metal disk has been 
cut to the required size it is centered be- 
tween the chuck and the follower as in 
Fig. 4. Adjust the lathe to give a spindle 
speed of about 900 r.p.m. This speed can 
be used for nearly all average spinning 
projects on a small lathe. Begin by apply- 
ing pressure at the base of the chuck as 
in Fig. 5, keeping the point of the tool in 
a small area not more than ?.$ in. wide. 
Aluminum begins to spin over the form 
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>& “’ ~,, Lamp bore in rpun cogxr offerr a go.d example of reverse .hurCisg. S,mpe rsquires the use of a 
&;, firs, and reimd chuck. Job is finished with 0 rolled edge o, D bead OI rhown below. R.li ix eerier, 

Con& <up, pictured above 
and dekliled 0, left. is spun 
c.ver what i. called o high 
‘arm. Chuck is turned down 
bv sfoaes to brim w.,rk to 

be annealed frequently 
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readily when pressure is app!ied. detail A, 
Fig, 8, hut the rim b&s back to1val.d the 
tailstock as in detail E. Str,aighten the rim 
with the back stick as in Fig. 6 and rhe 
detail C, Fig. 8. When spinnihg the next 
‘,i in. of metal onto the form, make the 
stroke toward the base of ihe chuck as in 
detail D. Fig. 8. From this point on the proc- 
ess repeats. Spin $5 in. of metal onto the 
chuck. straighten the standing edge. then 
continue spinning by ‘i-in. stages until 
the bawl reaches its full form. Xs the final 
step trim the edge as in Fig. 7. 

Edges: A flared edge forms naturally in 
the spinning process, Fig. 11, but the edee 
can be spun tight to the chuck and finished 
square if desired. The popcorn bowl. Fig. 
3, has a flared edge. Applying pressure on 
the left side of the Rare with the back stick 
will widen it or Stuart a roll as in Fig. 11. 
This can be taxied over to form a bead or 
pressed Rat to form a hem, Fig. 11. Turning 
the roll over to firm a bead requires con- 
siderable practice and the @recess is some- 
what difficult to picture clearly in se- 
quence. After the roll has been turned 
slightly more than that shown in the upper 
right-hand detail in Fig. 11, it is helpful 
to file a half-round notch in the end of the 
forming tocl and use this to turn the bead 
to the full form. 

Copper lamp base: This project, Figs. 9, 
10 acd 12 involves reverse shucking of the 
base and high spinning over a long form 
to shape the candle cup. Both parts of the 
base are of copper which must be annealed 
while spinning, These requirements put 
the job up in the professional class. Note 
the spinning characteristics of copper in 
Fig. 2. The tray requires reverse chucking 
detailed in the three steps in Fig. 9. With 
the experience acquired in spinning the 
popcorn bowl, you won’t have any trouble 
with the lamp base and reverse chucking 
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the tray will rrquire a Iittle more time. but 
hi&spir,ning the candle cup takes more 
ski!;. 

High forms: Figs. 13 to 19 inclusive pic- 
,,~ twe the procedure in spirming the candle 

cup on a high form. It will be noted that 
,” the rise of the curved portion of the cup 

is conside:xblg sreater than one third its 
diameter. This &s&es the job as high- 

:I::~ form spinning and means that it must begin ) ,. 
OF. a starter chuck a in Fig. 17 and finish j,t;,,, ~, 
,as in Fig. IS. In this case the chuck is 

” trimmed for the successive spinning stages. 
& : The inci!idrd an& of the chuck shou!d be 
,p:,~,: tz!:,~ :,,’ : at ieast 9F deg. z? t-be start, Some shapes 

,,:c : v.31 require a startin: chuck of IZO-deg. 
~,,‘, included an.+ Each time the chuck is 
:, ‘~trimmed it is necessary to spin the metal 
‘i,’ ‘: down to the chilck throughout the full 
: length, as otherwise you may experience 

trouble with cracking. Fig. 14 shows the 
first stage nearly complete: Fig. 16 pictures 

‘, an intermediate stage and Fig. 13 shows 
‘,I : :the find roll-over being made at the rim. 

Metal spun over high tom tends to stretrh. Edge VW- 

Copper “grows.” or “builds.” considerably 
ally mus, he trimmed before spinning to final rhmps 

’ : ,’ : as it is spun and must be held to a uniform increased resistance of the metal. When 
,’ stretch by making most of the forming this occurs stop and anneal. Clean off the 

strokes toward the *ailstock of the lathe. 
Even with this precaution it may be neces- 

beeswax lubricant with turpentine and 
place the work over a gas burner as in Fig. 

sax-y to trim the excess metal as in 
Fig. 19, when the shape nears the final 

15. The temperature of the metal should 

form. Trimming off excess metal relieves 
rise until it “blooms” into colors and then 
turns black. A few acconds after it blackens 

‘stresses to some e.xtent and may help to remove from the flame and quench in 
prevent cracking near the rim, a common water. In some cases it is advisable to per- 
trouble when spinning over a high form. 
Keep the work well lubricated with bees- 

mit the murk to air-cool, especiallv \shcn 
it is in the final st~ages of high spin&g. The 

wax as the spinning progresses. black sca!e left on the surface n9ll do no 
Annealiig: When spinning copper over harm and is easily wmoved in tbc linnl 

any form having even a slight rise it is polishing operations. A quenching solution 
necessary to anneal frequently. Pressure of five-percent rulphuric arid will kwp thr 
of the forming tool crystallizes (hardens) metal clean. Cnufio~~: Sulphuric-arid soiu- 

xopper quickly. In average spinning pro- tion must bc handled with ~~IXY Do not 
xedure the change mill be noted immedi- permit it to come in contact with the skin. 

‘,’ atety by the operator due to the sudden Dispose of all unused portions. *** 
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